System for the automated photothermal treatment of cutaneous vascular lesions.
It is well known that the use of tightly focused continuous wave lasers can be an effective treatment of common telangiactasia. In general, the technique requires the skills of a highly dexterous surgeon using the aid of optical magnification. Due to the nature of this approach, it has proven to be largely impractical. To overcome this, we have developed an automated system that alleviates the strain on the user associated with the manual tracing method. The device makes use of high contrast illumination, simple monochromatic imaging, and machine vision to determine the location of blood vessels in the area of interest. The vessel coordinates are then used as input to a two-dimensional laser scanner via a near real-time feedback loop to target, track, and treat. Such mechanization should result in increased overall treatment success, and decreased patient morbidity. Additionally, this approach enables the use of laser systems that are considerably smaller than those currently used, and consequently the potential for significant cost savings. Here we present an overview of a proof-of-principle system, and results using examples involving in vivo imaging of human skin.